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1

THE GLADE

M

y days usually begin with thwarting an attempt at
kidnapping. And today is going to be no diﬀerent,
because the minute I reach the center of the
glade, I ﬁnd the trolls plotting.
They sit on the ground in a cluster, moss-covered backs
hunched over, heads bent together, bulbous noses practically
touching the heart clutched between the eldest troll’s palms.
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“That’s not what I think it is, is it?” I push my wheelchair
closer to their gathering spot.
They glance up in alarm, scrambling to help hide their
newest creation within his large, knuckled hands. “Ah, Sparrow! My dear!” they crow in unison.
I park my chair in front of them, careful not to edge my
front wheels over the smooth stone path and into the grass.
“Come on now, let’s see it.” I cock an eyebrow and hold out a
pale hand.
The trolls all share a look, their bodies tense, hesitant. They
know they’re caught; all they have to do is admit defeat. With a
huﬀ, the eldest troll, Bramwell, thrusts his thick arm toward
me, sending a shower of dirt onto my lap. With care, I take the
heart from his green, weathered ﬁngers. It’s crafted from the
sturdy gray twigs of an elder tree, woven to resemble the fragile
heart nestled within my human chest. I turn it over, studying
every angle, searching for the telltale glow of a golden troll
charm.
Luckily, it hasn’t yet been imbued with magic. Had they
succeeded in fabricating a body for the twig heart before I
happened upon them, we’d have a little changeling babe, ready
to be swapped with its identical human counterpart. I can’t
have them adding another creature to the list of ones I already
have to keep out of trouble.
The trolls tend to devote every waking hour to crafting their
sons and daughters. Yet, they barely spare a minute for the
completed ones that don’t get exchanged for a mortal child. My
mother and I have kept a vigilant eye throughout the years,
making sure we don’t end up with parentless changelings or
human babes in the glade. Not only would the babies add a
heap of work for us, but the folk who live in the villages, hours
away from our secluded home, don’t take too kindly to having
their babies kidnapped or swapped for hand-cobbled faeries.
That’s not to say the changeling babies aren’t sweet wee
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things, they are, but they have the same temperament as any
baby, which means one second they’re nuzzled in your arms
napping and the next they’re kicking you in the ribs and
screaming bloody murder. Unfortunately, this doesn’t bode
well for the patience of timeworn trolls, and they’re quick to
give up caring for them. Thankfully, the rascals do grow up,
and you can never tell the diﬀerence between them and
humans. All of the changelings the trolls had made in the past,
before my mother and I put an end to it, have moved on and
created lives for themselves outside of the glade. Not a single
one is left.
I turn the newest creation over in my hands. “You know, this
heart could be the best child you’ve made yet.” I grin. “Too bad
you won’t be able to use it.”
I brush oﬀ the dusting of dirt still on my trousers and twist
in my wheelchair to put the changeling heart in the bag strung
along the handles. “This is going with the rest of them, just for
safekeeping. We can’t have any disgruntled folk come searching
for their stolen child. Nor can we care for a changeling—they
drove the gnomes crazy the way they used to tromp through
the garden.”
The trolls let out a collective groan. I know they spent days
molding the heart into the perfect shape to sit inside a host. It’s
a weekly job deterring them from whisking away distressed
human babies and leaving indistinguishable changelings to live
in their place. I don’t blame them, though. It’s just the nature of
trolls.
It’s almost like breathing—they cannot stop themselves
from creating.
As I finish squirreling away the heart and turn back to
face the trolls, I hear the soft pad of slippered feet approach.
My mother comes up behind me, smooths the short, dark
waves of my hair, and stoops down to kiss the crown of my
head. She smells like freshly baked bread and honey, and she
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gives me a warm smile. “Hello, my little bird.” Then her
dimpled chin turns toward the trolls. “Are they causing
trouble?”
“No more than usual.” I return her smile.
She steps into the grass in front of the circle of trolls,
supporting a fruit-laden basket on her hip, tucking a stray lock
of ochre-brown hair into her bun as she gives Bramwell a
knowing, though loving, look. The grizzled troll smiles. Then,
in a synchronized motion, all the trolls reach toward her while
emitting a humming noise similar to the buzzing of bees. The
creatures move and speak with a hive-mind drone. My mother
bends down, and Bramwell cups the side of her face while the
other trolls still reach out toward her. “Ah, Daughter,” the trolls
all sigh in unison.
My mother turns her head into his palm and pats his rough
hand with her perpetually berry-stained ﬁngers. After my eighteen years of coexisting with all sorts of faeries, I know my
mother holds a special place in her heart for the trolls. Even
though she’s human, they raised her, and as a result, she
became a dutiful daughter, a caretaker and protector of the
faeries. And my mother’s hard work and devotion never ceases
to amaze me. She tucks any creature looking for safety beneath
her wing and oﬀers them a home. There are things out in the
world wreaking havoc, searching for blood, and sticking
together oﬀers us all a layer of protection. The glade is a haven
for all who wander here.
My head tilts up as I watch my mother straighten back to
her willowy height and reach into her basket. She retrieves a
plump sack of gooseberries and presents it to the trolls, plopping the bag in the middle of the group. “Why don’t you all take
these and enjoy the last couple hours of sun. Sparrow and I
have a few more things to do before the Moon shows her face.”
Then, my mother turns on her heel, her homespun dress
twisting around her knees as she pulls my chair away with her
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one free hand. I feel a small surge of frustration at being moved
without permission and grasp my rickety chair wheels.
“It’s okay, I can push myself.” I straighten my shoulders.
My mother lets go and presses her hand to the ﬂoralprinted apron around her narrow waist. “Oh, Sparrow, I’m
sorry. I just don’t want you to wear yourself out. You need to be
wary of your heart, honey—you’ve been working too hard.”
I shake my head and start pushing myself along the paved
path, heading toward the old timber barn. Even a decade after
my heart weakened and put me in this wheelchair, she still
frets. “Mother, my heart feels ﬁne. I’m not tired yet. I even
helped some of the goblins ﬁx the water mill earlier. I feel just
dandy.” I chuckle, and it earns me a disapproving stare, so I
temper my next words. “I only have a couple chores left, then I
promise I’ll rest.”
She stops me with a hand on my atrophied legs. “Are you
sure, sweet girl? You could always go back to the house, do
some baking and turn in early.”
I let go of one wooden wheel to put my hand on top of her
wrist. The diﬀerence between her sun-kissed, freckled skin and
my ghostly, blue-veined complexion is stark. I squeeze her arm.
“I’m okay. Really. I’m just going to go leave a treat for the
brownies to ﬁnd and make sure the imps leave them alone. I’m
sure the critters are feeling attention-starved by now.”
The edges of my mother’s hazel eyes crinkle as she laughs.
“I think so too. Here, take these.” She hands me the palm-sized
elderberry cakes I baked yesterday. “I wrapped them up in
cheesecloth to keep them fresh.”
I take them from her, setting the goodies onto my lap so
they won’t get smooshed in my bag. Then, just as I grasp the
creaky rims of my wheels, my mother stops me once more. “Oh,
I almost forgot—if you are feeling as strong as you say, can you
check the perimeter and reinforce the salt barrier for me before
it gets dark? I need to ﬁnish picking the spring garden and take
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the preserves down to the cellar in case it gets too hot. Summer
will be here in the blink of an eye.” She gives me a weary smile.
I know she has a lot of responsibility around the glade,
things I don’t have the endurance for, and it’s rare for her to ask
me to do more, so I know she needs the help. “Of course. I have
my salt pouch in my bag. I’ll start as soon as I’m done in the
barn.”
I watch the weight leave her shoulders as her body loosens.
With a parting kiss to my forehead, she strides down the
snaking pathway toward our rugged house. I can just make out
its honey-colored wood and the slowly rotating water mill
pressed against its side. It took a lot of goblin patience and
persuasion to get the giant wheel moving again, but now it’s
good as new, ready to grind all our wheat for us.
I peer up at the sky, past the canopy of trees, to see I have
just over an hour before the blue of day starts fading into a
balmy evening pink. I lost time earlier today, reading while I ate
lunch. It’s always so easy for me to get sucked into a book; today
it was Arabian princes and murderous kings, and I nearly
forgot to eat the food in my hand. It was worth it though, even if
the time loss left me hurried. I only had just enough daylight
now to visit the barn and take a lap around the property to
check the salt barrier before keeping my promise to return
home and rest.
The ring of salt trailing around the entire glade is the only
thing keeping Black Annis out. And my mother dedicates every
evening to making sure we’re shielded from the poisonous
witch. There were nights though, as a child, when I gazed out
my window to watch for her. I used to turn my nose to the air to
see if I could smell belladonna berries on the wind. I’d heard
stories from the gnomes around the glade that the witch
ingested the poison as if it were candy. They said it made Black
Annis’s lips lethal, a true kiss of death.
Sometimes, I swear I’ve seen a ﬂash of her blue skin, or the
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ﬂying banner of her long hair streaking past, just outside the
ring, stalking us like prey. Other times I think I can feel her just
watching us, anticipating the night we slip up and forget to
reinforce the salt. I imagine her waiting to sink her iron claws
into our ﬂesh and strip us of our skin, so she can add it to her
macabre leather collection.
From where I sit now, I can see her far-away home, the tips
of the bare white banshee trees encompassing her cave. The
dead forest is notorious for housing Black Annis; the witch is
territorial and only seeks out victims from surrounding
villages. Our glade just happens to be her favorite place to
haunt, with the way all the faeries group together here.
Humans and creatures alike, far and wide, know to stay out
of the vicinity of the witch’s home. Banshee branches reach
high into the sky like a giant’s ﬁnger bones, a constant reminder
to me, and all the faeries, that death and danger are never far.
I shiver, tearing my eyes away from the dark scene,
propelling myself toward the barn, where we keep our
harvested wheat stalks and house the brownies. My ramshackle
chair bumps its way over the paths my mother and the trolls
cobbled together. They created them for me when I ﬁrst
became wheelchair-bound, so I could get around easier and do
my chores. But even with the paths, I feel the soreness in my
hips and legs from sitting in my wheelchair all day. I can’t wait
to take my boots oﬀ and stretch out my lanky frame before bed.
But ﬁrst, I must make the rest of the trek to the barn and
prepare the brownies for their nightly duties. Only then do
these nocturnal fairies help by threshing wheat for the mill.
One of my chores is to leave them treats to wake up to, like
hunks of hard cheese and slices of their favorite yeast-risen
bread. We learned fast that if we wanted to keep the brownies
content in the glade, they had to be rewarded for their handiwork. And they had to be kept away from the imps and their
bothersome pranks. Brownies not only have the appearance of
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tiny old men, but the crotchety attitudes to match, and pranks
never sit well with them.
Just as I reach the wide double doors to the barn and
prepare to slide their heavy weight aside, the panels wrench
open. Startled, I sit back into my chair as three emerald-green
goblin girls tumble into the waning sunlight. I recognize them
as the mischievous sisters who steal all the ﬂowers from the
planters on my bedroom windowsill. They’re tugging mercilessly on each other’s pointed ears and black corkscrew curls
while winking in and out of sight, and they giggle as they run
from whatever trouble they’ve left inside.
Said trouble strolls out of the barn with his hands stuﬀed in
his pockets and a fond smile on his handsome face—Rush, the
goblin girls’ half-human brother. His eyes widen when he spots
me. The white shirt he wears underneath his tan vest is rolled
to his forearms. and his tan vest is thrown open wide, showing
oﬀ his skin. As he twists to face me more, his skin shifts from a
cool, deep umber to an iridescent green. He appears tired, most
likely from chasing his sisters all day.
“Rush! I didn’t know you were visiting,” I say, trying to rein
in my surprise.
“I’m just passing through.” He rubs at the back of his neck.
“I’ll admit I got a little turned around this last month. I’d
planned on going up to the mountain settlements for the next
year or so but somehow just wound up walking back to the
glade. I don’t know why, but something always pulls me back
here.”
“Is the nomadic wayfaring life not as thrilling as you
thought?” I give him a wry smile.
“Oh, it’s great! I just rely too heavily on my goblin ancestry
and sense of smell to take me where I think I need to go.” He
gestures to his mildly pointed nose.
“I’m sure Posy, Primrose, and Poppy are happy to have you
back.”
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“Speaking of—” He turns to see how far his sisters have
gotten. “I better go, before they get into more trouble.” Rush
saunters backward in the direction they raced oﬀ in while he
points toward the barn. “You might want to get in there quick, I
think they gave the imps the idea to wake the brownies up with
a toasty ﬁre.” He laughs at the shock on my face before winking
a silver eye. “Bye, Sparrow.” The ghost of his cinnamon scent
trails behind as I watch him turn to jog after his sisters.
It’s been a couple of years since I last saw Rush around the
glade. During that time, he’s changed—his once-lean body is
now corded with muscle, and his jaw is more deﬁned. I notice
he’s ﬁnally grown into the long-rippled goblin ears he inherited
from his father.
When we were younger, Rush and I were best friends. He’d
follow me everywhere while I did my chores, and we usually
ended up playing games instead of working. Somehow, we
always found a way to get into trouble together, and we always
had fun doing it. However, as we got older, and Rush was gone
longer and longer, we simply grew apart. Now, I miss those
days.
A small jolt lights through my frame as I remember the
half-goblin’s warning. I tear my eyes away from his retreating
form to push my way into the barn, using the tips of my aching
toes to quicken the process. I roll into the middle of the open
structure and look up to the lofted ceiling. Hanging from their
tufted tails in the rafters, already anticipating my arrival, are
the imps. And once they see me staring back at them, the ﬂock
begins scaling the wooden beams along the walls, making their
way to the ground at my feet. Some of the imps release small
chittering sounds, pushing one another, trying to be the ﬁrst to
reach me. Many of them already cling to my legs and chair,
ascending into my lap.
“Hey, be careful,” I yelp as I scramble to rescue the covered
cakes from beneath their furry rumps. A few of them are
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wrestling for a spot on my bony knees when the ﬁrst lick of ﬁre
is let loose. Chaos ensues as they attempt to knock each other
oﬀ their perches on my legs by spitting volleys of tiny ﬂames
from their fanged mouths.
I swat at the imps. “Behave! If I see so much as another
spark, none of you will get to eat these cakes.”
The imps sit as rigid as statues. I glance at each of their batlike faces and give them the most matriarchal stare I can
muster. Then I shoo them oﬀ my lap until they all stand before
me in an orderly line.
“That’s more like it.” I nod. “Now, if I give you these cakes,
you must promise to leave the brownies alone tonight. No
mischief, and absolutely no ﬁre.”
From the gurgling noises escaping their round bellies, I
know I’ve gotten their attention. I unwrap the cheesecloth
surrounding the cakes. Strings of sticky honey come away with
the material. Each cake is fluffy and golden, the outsides
brushed with shining honey and the insides dotted with dark
purple elderberries. The sugary smell wafting from them is
enough to make my own mouth water, and I handle my
creations with reverence before surrendering them to the
grimy paws of the imps. After snatching for the cakes, they
scatter to the darkest corners of the barn to feast. I hope their
favored treat will once again be enough to pacify them for the
night.
I glimpse the darkening sky outside as I turn in my chair to
reach inside my bag. The bones of the bodice I wear over my
tunic dig into my sides as I feel around for fabric-wrapped
parcels. Then, with a grunt of triumph, I pull out the food I
brought for the brownies, along with my full pouch of salt. I
unwrap the cheese and bread and lay out the linen handkerchief they were swaddled in. Arranging the provisions on top of
the cloth, I make sure the brownies can’t miss them when they
wake. Then I see the darkening sky again—I don’t have a
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second left to waste. The sun is almost set, and I need to check
that barrier.
Dropping the salt in my lap, I hustle into the twilight. I steer
my wheelchair toward the paths lining the outermost edge of
the glade, using my feet to pedal as much as possible, to help
launch me forward and lessen the burning in my biceps. As I
glide around the border, I search for breaks in the salt ring.
Here and there, I use my brimming pouch to reinforce the salt
in the areas where it seems to be spreading a little too thin.
Mother always tells me, if the sun goes down and there’s a
line through the salt, it’s a welcome sign for a bogeyman like
Black Annis. We call all the things that go bump in the night
bogeymen, but witches are the most dangerous of all—there’s
nothing they won’t do for a scrap of power. And Black Annis is
known to murder humans and faeries around the surrounding
villages just for sport, adding their skin to her belt like trophies.
This thought alone sends shivers down my spine, but I push on.
It’s nearing dusk now, and I’ve almost made it around the
barrier when I come upon the garden. My mother has picked it
completely bare of its spring fruit and vegetables, and as I get
closer, I can just see the top of a gnome’s red mushroomcapped head. He’s bustling along the empty trellises where the
snap peas grew, hunting for stragglers.
Then he disappears from view.
When I reach where he was, I see a foot-wide hole in the
ground. When I was younger, a gnome named Fern told me
how, deep below the earth, they built themselves a series of
gnome-sized tunnels to help them travel fast and deliver
messages throughout the forests. As a result, gnomes became
the couriers of the faeries. They deliver letters to anyone and
anything, as long as they have tunnels connecting to the area.
I’m approaching the last portion I need to check when my
chair jolts. My teeth click together as my body is thrown sideways. I have to grab onto my wheels to keep myself from
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tumbling to the ground. When I gaze down, I see that one of
my wheels has gone oﬀ the path and into the grass, and it’s less
than an inch away from the salt barrier. Annoyed at my carelessness, I grumble, trying to pull my wheelchair back onto the
stone. But no matter how hard I tug, I can’t get it out of the deep
grass. The only thing I can do is try to gather enough
momentum to bring my wheels over the lip of the pathway.
I hear my mother call down the trail. “Little bird. It’s time to
come home.”
Night is almost upon me now, and I don’t want to be left
alone in the shadows, especially so close to the barrier. My lifelong fear of coming face-to-face with Black Annis is enough to
make my fatigued heart race as my hands grip the rims again,
tight. I edge both back wheels into the grass, so I’m no longer
lopsided, then pull them back a few inches more before
thrusting all four wheels forward, pitching my chair back onto
the path.
Without a backward glance, afraid I might see the witch
lurking behind me in the dark, I push my way to the safety of
my home.

2

UNDER ATTACK

I

wake up to a roaring in my ears. My heart is racing as I lie
on my wool-ﬁlled mattress. The pounding against my
ribcage is enough to make me cringe in pain. I take deep
breaths, trying to get my heart to slow down as I glance around,
but it’s pitch black except for the small sliver of ﬁrelight coming
from the other side of my bedroom door. I can barely make out
the furniture sprinkled around my room. I know there’s the
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worn trunk at the end of my bed, an oak desk a few goblins
made, and a cabinet ﬁlled to the brim with my books. Each of
them bears scratches from me pushing my wheelchair too
close. Everything seems normal—
A shrill scream makes me snap up straight in bed, my
quilted blanket pooling around my waist. I strain my ears,
trying to listen for more, but I can’t hear anything over my
building anxiety. I pinch my arm just to ensure I’m awake, but
the sting I feel does little to soothe me.
Again, a scream comes from somewhere outside in the
dark.
I drag myself across my bed to the square window,
searching for the source of the shrieking. Squinting, I try to see
past my sleepy reﬂection. I can’t help but notice the harrowed
look in my jade eyes and the lack of blood in my lips. This
spark of nervous energy is making me nauseous now.
Without warning, a shadowy shape darts across my line of
sight. It’s close enough to make the ﬂowers on the windowsill
sway in its wake. I fall to my side, hiding underneath the
window, my breath coming in ragged puﬀs as fear courses
through my sore body. What is going on?
I don’t know if it’s curiosity or insanity that makes me rise
onto my knees to look out the window again, but there’s
nothing outside this time. I scurry to the edge of my narrow
bed and swing my legs over the side, onto the bare wood ﬂoor,
leaning forward to grab the seat of my wheelchair. I pull it
closer until it hits my knees. With a swift movement, I turn
from my mattress and sit in my chair. I have never been more
thankful for my mother taking out the rug in my room. It was
impossible to roll over, just like the grass; my wheels would
sink right into it.
I try to be quiet as I wheel myself to my door. It creaks on its
iron hinges as I guide it open and poke my head out to look for
Mother. There’s a ﬁre blazing in the stone hearth of our living
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area, but she’s nowhere to be seen. Usually, this time of night,
she works on a sewing project while she warms herself by the
ﬂames.
I push myself farther into the room and call out for her.
“Mother? Are you okay? I heard yelling.”
The only answer I receive is another scream from outside. I
freeze in my spot by the kitchen table, too afraid of making the
ﬂoorboards creak. Then the front door ﬂies open, bouncing oﬀ
the wall from the force of the entry. My mother bolts through
the doorway, her long hair out of her usual bun, tangling
around her face as she scrambles to latch the heavy lock.
“What’s happening?” Fearful tears start to pool in my
lashes. I’ve never seen my mother in such a state.
She runs to me, throwing her arms around my thin frame.
The strength she puts into her hug is enough to send my heart
thumping faster yet. Then, she releases me from the embrace
and crouches in front of me like she used to when I was a child.
“Sparrow, I need you to listen very closely. We’re under attack.”
“Attack! What do you mean?” The glade has always been
secure—we’ve never once been attacked. Bogeymen always
creep along outside the ring, but nothing has ever been bold
enough to get past the barrier and come inside.
She hushes me. “I don’t know how, but Black Annis is here.
She got in by the garden.”
My back goes rigid, all the air leaving my lungs. Black
Annis. Our living nightmare is in the glade. How could she
have gotten in? I checked and reinforced the barrier. It had
been solid, intact—or I thought it was. “I don’t understand.” I
shake my head. “How did she get in?”
My mother grips my upper arms and squeezes until the tips
of her ﬁngers turn white. “There were two lines through the salt
by some of the gnome holes. I don’t think they would’ve
purposely let her in, but we can’t aﬀord to waste time thinking
about blame right now.”
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My breath catches—I had been out by the gnome holes in
the garden when my chair went oﬀ the path. Did I put the lines
through the salt while trying to get back on it? I’d been too
afraid to look behind me before I left, imagining Black Annis
standing at my back.
The truth hits me like a blow to the chest. This attack is all
my fault. My fear is going to be the glade’s undoing. Anxiety
starts to burrow itself under my skin, settling in for the night.
My mother stands from her crouch and goes to the window
next to the front door. And as she moves the gauzy curtain to
see outside, I notice her nightgown. The white cotton is covered
in blood. I let out a cry, which sends her stumbling over to me
again.
“Sparrow? What is it?” Her eyes frantically search my face.
I reach out toward her dress. Guilt and fear send tremors
throughout my body.
“Are—are you hurt?” I pat at her blood-splattered sides,
looking for any signs of an injury, but she doesn’t even ﬂinch.
Her lower lip wobbles before she clamps down on it with
her teeth. Sorrow glazes her words. “No, no, it’s not mine. Black
Annis is slaughtering the faeries as we speak. I tried to help
some of them, to stop the bleeding, but it was too late.” Her
eyes look wild now. “I need you to listen to me. I need you to—”
She’s cut oﬀ by a sharp knock at the door.
I jump in my seat and clutch onto her nightgown.
My mother pries the soaked material from my ﬁngers. “It’s
okay, it’s just one of the trolls coming to help.”
She runs to the door and unlocks it, pulling a thickset troll
into the house. Once he crosses the threshold, my mother locks
the door again. She presses her body against the wood and
takes a deep breath before walking back to me. Then she cups
my face between her clammy hands and presses her thin lips
into a line. “My little bird, I’m going to need you to be brave for
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me, okay? I must go outside and search for survivors. I need you
to stay here, to stay safe.”
“What? No! I’m going with you,” I argue.
“No, my love, it’s too dangerous. I couldn’t live with myself if
you get hurt. I don’t even want to risk the chance of Black Annis
seeing you.”
“Mother—” I start to protest. I want to help. I don’t want to
sit idly by while the faeries I care about get murdered by a
witch, especially when it’s my fault.
“Hush now. I need you to promise me you’ll stay put.
Okay?”
I say nothing. My mother jostles my face, which is still held
in her hands. “Okay?” she asks again.
“Fine.”
She inclines her chin. “There’s my girl.” Then her lips crush
against my forehead, and I can’t tell if the tears dripping into
my lap are hers or mine. Her voice is almost inaudible. “I love
you with my whole heart. I’ll be back as soon as I can.” Letting
go, she steps back toward the door and turns to the troll waiting
behind her.
“Copsewood, I need you to stand outside and guard the
door. No matter what, I need you to protect Sparrow. Can you
do that?”
“Of course, Daughter.” His voice rumbles through my taut
body as Mother lays her hand against his craggy chest and gives
him a ﬁrm nod. A moment of understanding and gratitude
passes between them, and by the expressions on their faces, I
fear they’re saying goodbye.
With one last glance toward me, my mother gives me a grim
smile and unlocks the door. She cracks it open, peering outside,
checking to ensure it’s safe before she steals away into the
night. I see her shoulders heave as she steps outside, and then
she’s gone. Copsewood lumbers out after her, sending a pointed
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look between me and the latch as he yanks the front door
closed behind him.
It takes a moment for my brain to catch up. Black Annis is
in the glade, and my mother is outside with her. Tears race
down my face as I push away from the kitchen table and
scamper back into my bedroom. I vault from my chair onto my
bed, letting the wheels slam against the wooden sideboard.
Clambering to my knees, I smoosh my face against the
window, cupping my hands around the sides of my eyes so I can
see through the glass clearly. I spot my mother’s stained nightgown glowing in the moonlight, making her look like a wraith as
she runs across the grass, herding frightened faeries. She gives the
creatures reassuring touches on their shoulders and backs while
trying to push them in the direction of the barn. I also spot a few
goblins running toward her, and I recognize them as the ones who
helped repair the mill earlier today. One of them is hobbling on
an injured leg, straggling behind the others. I can see a curling
ribbon of skin and muscle peeled from his calf, flapping with each
step. The sight makes my heart lurch, but then it flies all the way
up into my throat when Black Annis materializes behind him.
Like lightning, her hand punches through his back and out
his chest, her iron claws cleaving through him like fresh butter.
His blood soaks her blue ﬂesh, making it appear as if she’s
wearing an elbow-length satin glove. I throw my hands over my
mouth to keep my scream from spilling out.
For a moment the witch blinks out of sight before emerging
behind another goblin. With little eﬀort, Black Annis disembowels the female using just the ﬂick of her wrist. Again, she
disappears and reappears, picking oﬀ her victims one by one.
The remaining faeries wail at the sight, sprinting away from the
ghastly scene in search of safety.
“Go! Run!” I hear my mother yell, waving the faeries
forward before following at their heels. She’s going to get
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herself killed—the barn is too far away to seek cover. I start to
bang on the window. “Mother! Mother, come back inside!”
She doesn’t hear me; she keeps running after the faeries
until I can’t see her from the window anymore. But someone
does hear me, and my body vibrates when I meet Black Annis’s
gaze through the glass. She’s too far away to make out all her
features, but close enough for me to see her growing grin. The
witch wipes her hands over her open mouth, smearing blood
across her face. She looks toward my mother, then back at me.
Her body turns in the direction of the barn, and then she
vanishes.
“No!” I almost fall headﬁrst oﬀ my bed, barely catching
myself as I hurry back into my wheelchair. The hag is going
after my mother. I don’t think I can stop her, but I must do
something. I can’t let my mother face her alone.
I slide my way out of my room, hitting the table and chipping a corner oﬀ one of its legs as I barrel toward the front door.
I open the latch and pull it open only to be met by a very large,
very green back.
“Copsewood, we need to go help my mother!” I try to
squeeze my chair between his leg and the door jamb, but the
troll isn’t budging. I kick at the weak point at the back of his
knee, but even that doesn’t make him move.
“Please,” I cry.
Finally, the troll turns around and looks down at me.
“Daughter said to protect you. Go back inside, Small One.”
I push against the burly creature again. “Please. Please!
Black Annis is going after her.” Tears of frustration and terror
mix as they sluice down my cheeks. The trolls love my mother
as much as I do. I can’t believe they’d sit back and let her get
hurt . . . or worse.
With a sad, stony look, Copsewood leans down, placing his
large hands on the arms of my chair, pushing me back into the
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house. “Safe,” he says as he steps outside again and shuts the
door behind him.
I wheel forward and tug on the door, but it doesn’t open.
The troll must be holding it shut from the other side. I want to
cry and scream and throw myself against it, but what good
would it do? Even if I got outside, how could I truly help? I
imagine I’d only succeed in getting both my and my mother’s
skin stripped from our bodies. I’m a liability in my chair—I
always am.
All I can do is make the house safe. I glide into the kitchen
and grab a hefty bag of salt from the cupboards. Little grains
litter the ﬂoor as I drag it through the house, salting every
window and crevice I can ﬁnd. When I’m done, the house will
be as impenetrable as the glade should’ve been.
A ﬁne layer of sweat coats my back and forehead by the
time I make it to the front door. I spill the last quarter of the bag
in a neat line across the wood and toss the empty bag on the
table behind me. There’s no way the witch can get in now, and
hopefully the others have found some kind of safety too.
I look up at the door and see it’s still unlocked. I stare at the
latch for a while, hoping Copsewood will open the door and
my mother will walk in behind him. But I know the door won’t
open until the hag is gone and all the faeries are safe, so I raise
a trembling hand, letting it hover over the latch. I don’t want to
leave my mother outside to wade through the butchered faeries
and hide from Black Annis, but I have no choice.
Sobbing, I shove the latch down, shutting out everyone and
everything I’ve ever loved, leaving them all to the mercy of the
witch.

